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Introduction

We’ve put together this Review of the Year to

This ‘at a glance’ review highlights just some of

celebrate our achievements over the last 12

the areas that we are especially proud of.

months.
From laying the first bricks of Worcestershire’s
state-of-the-art oncology centre, through to
national award nominations and successful
service redesign, there has been much to
commend.
Our services have also been rated highly by the
Care Quality Commission and our local Clinical
Harry Turner, 		Penny Venables,

Commissioning Groups.

Chairman 		Chief Executive		
		

Patient safety remains our top priority, and our
staff have continually demonstrated how they
are keeping their focus on delivering high quality
patient care.
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2013/14 at a glance
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Number of babies born
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Endoscopies
Endoscop
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CT scans

253,000

hits to our Chaplain’s
Good News blog

Bringing cancer care closer to home
We’re investing £23 million in oncology services
for Worcestershire. The new centre will open
early in 2015, making radiotherapy treatment

Design agreed in early 2013

available in the county for the first time.
2013 was also the year that the National Cancer
Patient Experience Programme named us one
of the most improved trusts in the country for
cancer services.

Contracts signed by Penny Venables, Chief
Executive and John Burbeck, Non-Executive
Director in March 2013

Our ground breaking team in March 2013!

Foundations laid in June 2013

Steel structure goes up in August 2013

The centre, which will provide
radiotherapy in-county for the first
time, will save patients an estimated
1 million miles of travel per year.

Lead bunkers put in place to contain radiation We are named one of the most improved
in July 2013
trusts for cancer services in August 2013
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First bricks laid in November 2013

The new building is on schedule to open in 2015

Paul Crawford, former patient and throat cancer survivor, said:
“This centre is the future for cancer services in
Worcestershire.”

Linacs delivered in May 2014 – we’ll open with three, with
the option to accommodate five in the future

Thanks to our strategic partners for supporting this project:
University Hospitals
Coventry and Warwickshire
NHS Trust
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New building expands A&E
Robin Walker MP officially opened the surgical
clinical decisions unit (SCDU) at Worcestershire
Royal Hospital on 28 May.
The unit provides a dedicated area for patients

Robin Walker with the SCDU nursing team

who need surgical assessment and treatment,
staffed by specialist nurses and clinicians. It frees

- 18 trolleys

up emergency department staff to care for other

- six person waiting area

types of emergency treatment.

- open 24/ 7

In November 2013 local Clinical Commissioning
Groups visited the unit to see how we were

Catherine Whitehouse, Deputy Executive

progressing, giving excellent feedback about the

Nurse - Quality and Patient Safety, NHS

team.

Redditch and Bromsgrove and Wyre Forest
CCGs, said:
“The SCDU team demonstrated commitment and
motivation.”
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Improving stroke care
Over the summer of 2013 we centralised acute
stroke services at Worcestershire Royal Hospital.
NHS FAST advert

Nationally, it has been evidenced that the

Our Acute Stroke Unit team

centralisation of acute stroke services saves lives.
The decision to make the move in our county was

spending 90 per cent of their time there. The

made by NHS Worcestershire following a review

centralisation has been such a success, that the

that involved patients, senior clinicians and GPs.

stroke team has been shortlisted for a national

The stroke unit has been expanded and now

award.

provides an acute stroke ward, two additional
specialised consultants, a dedicated nursing team

Dr Carl Ellson, Chief Clinical Officer for NHS

and support from physiotherapists, dieticians,

South Worcestershire Clinical Commissioning

occupational therapists and speech and language

Group, said:

therapists.

“People are more likely to survive, make a better
recovery and spend less time in hospital if they

Over 1,500 people have so far been treated in the

are admitted directly to a high quality stroke

new unit, with 86 per cent of stroke patients

unit.”
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Friends and family frontrunners
Our hospitals were some of the first to trial the
Friends and Family test, with a pilot scheme that
was launched in the Midlands and East region
during 2012.
Our staff are always keen to hear the views of patients

The Department of Health started to publish the
results of every hospital in the country in July

Rani Virk, Lead Nurse for Patient Experience,

2013. The test is a snapshot of what patients

said:

really think about hospital services, and it gives us

“Our score shows that high quality care and a

the opportunity to make improvements based on

personal touch make all the difference to our

feedback.

patients’ experience in hospital.”

Our score for the year was consistently high with

July 2013 was also the month the royal

an overall score of 74.7 for our wards and A&E

baby was born. There were 20 babies

departments and 80.6 for maternity, putting up

born in our delivery suites on 22 July

in the top 25% of acute trusts nationally.

2013 who share their birthday with HRH
Prince George!
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Fundraising and local support
We are humbled by the support that local people
give our hospitals.
Our ward staff have led many successful

The Kidderminster and Worcester Hospitals
League of Friends together donated £10,000
for an EBUS lung scanner machine

fundraising campaigns over the year.

The Edwards family raised £16,000 for the
children’s clinic at Worcestershire Royal Hospital

Each hospital has a League of Friends group
that fundraises for us year on year, and our
hospitals wouldn’t be the same without the army
of volunteers who help patients find their way
around, help at mealtimes and support our ward
After raising £2000, the nurses on Riverbank
Royal Voluntary Service volunteers have
Children’s Ward were able to revamp the young dedicated their time and green-fingers to
people’s room
restoring the maternity bereavement garden at
Worcestershire Royal Hospital

teams.
We’re grateful for the support of everyone who
has donated their time or money to our hospitals
this year.
£1,103,893.91 was raised through
charitable donations in 2013/14.
THANK YOU!

In March 2014 we launched the Rory the Robot
campaign to raise £1.6 million for robotic
surgical equipment for the urology team at the
Alex. We’ve raised over £20,000 so far
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Our charitable staff
Delicious cakes on sale for Macmillan Cancer Support

As well as supporting our own hospital charities,
our generous staff have made some fantastic
contributions to other charitable causes this year..
Supporting midwives in Sierra Leone
Helena White leads the African maternity
health link at the Alexandra Hospital. A group
a midwives has been visiting Lumley Hospital
in Sierra Leone to train and assist at a central
hospital in the capital, Freetown.

Cake sales hit the spot!
Delicious homemade cakes have helped to fuel
our staff and raise hundreds of pounds for
charity at the same time over the last 12 months.
Sweet treats have been sold across the Trust to
make money for a range of charities including
Cords 4 Life UK, Echo in Africa, Macmillan Cancer
Support and Down Syndrome Awareness.
Thousands raised for Small Steps charity
Dr Mahesh Chaudhari and cyclists from the West
Midlands raised over £9000 cycling from London
to Paris.
Small Steps raises funds for a special needs
School in West Midlands and a school in a rural
part of India.
The Trust supported the group by providing a

Marie Sapateth, a midwife from Sierra Leone, had
the opportunity to visit the Alexandra hospital in
November 2013

basic first aid kit in case of any accidents along
the way.
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Dotty Newton and Dr Cathy Dale win the Patients’
Choice Award

Staff recognition awards
The achievements of our nurses, doctors and

Big Thank You

support staff were celebrated at a ceremony on

We also recognise the achievements of one team

27 September, with former BBC Apprentice Nick

a month in our Big Thank You. Teams thanked so

Holzherr on hand to congratulate winners and

far include the Alexandra Hospital library team

present awards.

(pictured), theatre assistants at Worcestershire
Royal Hospital and Kidderminster Minor Injuries

An audience of 200 people celebrated as we

Unit staff. Nominations are sent in by staff and

awarded 14 members of staff and teams for their

chosen by Chief Executive Penny Venables.

outstanding achievements.
Harry Turner, Chairman, said:
“Reading all the awards nominations serves as a
reminder of why I come to work every day.
THANK YOU!”
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We’re all about same day emergency
care
In October 2013, we launched our Ambulatory
Emergency Care (AEC) pilot. AEC is all about
same day emergency care, better patient
experience and fewer admissions.

The AEC team with their award

- Triage sisters took the GP phone calls and made
In our pilot project, the AEC model led to

sure consultants had all the information

efficient patient flow, shorter length of stay,

they needed before booking the patients in

fewer patients waiting in A&E and greater patient
satisfaction.

- The most common conditions treated were: 		
cellulitis, DVT, pneumonia, pulmonary embolism
and tachycardia

This is what happened:

- Patient satisfaction with the service was 99
per cent

- The AEC pilot project started in October 			
2013 at Worcestershire Royal Hopsital.

- The service generated £2000 additional income
for each month it operated

- The project involved a small team of consultants
and triage sisters

The service is now fully up and running and the

- The service was accessed by GP referral and 		
appointments were booked

team have won an award for their effective use
of feedback from patients to make the service
excellent.
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Supporting our patients post diagnosis
2013/14 saw both the launch and successful
continuation of several patient support groups.

Over 100 patients attended an open day for stoma patients at the Abbey Hotel in
Redditch

Members of the GUTSY support group – which brings together patients and families recovering
from cancer of the oesophagus and stomach - got together to celebrate Christmas and
survivorship at Ombersley Memorial Hall

Two hundred white daffodil bulbs were planted by patients, carers and staff to launch the start
of a lung cancer awareness campaign and fundraising appeal to launch a new support group for
lung cancer patients and their carers
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Sing 4 Breath – our choir for patients with Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD) – celebrated the end of their 12-week
course with a live performance in the atrium at Worcestershire Royal
Hospital

Managing winter pressures
We worked closely with our health and social
care partners across Worcestershire to ensure we
were ready to cope with the additional pressures
that are placed on our hospitals throughout the
winter months.
A countywide campaign - designed to educate
members of the public about the wide range of
healthcare services available to treat a variety
of conditions – included the development of
a smartphone app, advertising campaign and
website to spread the message ‘Is A&E for Me’.
The campaign is now shortlisted for a national
award.
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Our culture of compassionate care
Throughout the year our nursing teams have
championed the ‘6Cs’ in their day to day
practice – Care, Compassion, Competence,
Communication, Courage and Commitment.
Link nurses have been nominated to champion
particular areas of care, receiving extra training.
Our ‘ACE with Pace’ customer care training also
continues and is on track to have reached all staff
by the end of 2014.
Our nurses and catering teams hosted afternoon tea for all patients in
our wards for nutrition and hydration week 2014

Our professional development team are encouraging patients to
put their best foot forward with our FallSafe campaign

Commissioners show their support for pressure ulcer prevention day
2013
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Leading the way in glaucoma care
Patients in Worcestershire are the first in the
Midlands and amongst the first in the UK to be
offered a new surgical treatment for glaucoma.
The eye team at Worcestershire Royal Hospital
has begun offering the new procedure - which
relieves the eye’s drainage system through a
tiny incision - after raising £30,000 in donations

Mr Tarun Sharma and the eye team

from their successful glaucoma support group to
purchase a new ‘Trabectome’ device.

Mr Tarun Sharma, Clinical Director for
Ophthalmology, said:

The surgery only takes 20 minutes to perform

“We pride ourselves on our glaucoma care and

and works to reduce pressure within the eye to

support in Worcestershire. We have also run a

improve patients’ vision.

successful patient education programme and
support group for the last four years.”
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Meadow Birth Centre plans get
underway
We are delighted to have received £497,000 from
the national Improving Maternity Care Settings
Fund to provide a long planned midwife-led
birthing unit at the Worcestershire Royal Hospital.
Meadow Birth Centre – which will open in the
new year, 2015 – will be run by experienced
midwives and will offer a comfortable
environment where birth is treated as a ‘normal’

The Centre will offer a safe place to give birth for ‘low risk’ women

process (without intervention), rather than a
medical one.
The four-room centre (each with an en-suite) will
be near to the current delivery suite, but not a
part of it. It will look and feel homely – not like
a hospital – helping our mums-to-be and their
families to feel comfortable and relaxed.
Maternity staff and patients are involved with the planning for Meadow Birth Centre
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Passing our inspections
All three of our hospitals passed Care Quality
Commission (CQC) inspections with flying colours
during 2013/14.

Our commissioners joined us for a visit to wards and theatres at Kidderminster
Hospital and Treatment Centre in February - the first of a series of quality assurance
visits

Kidderminster Hospital and Treatment Centre met

Our trust was placed in the lowest risk category.

all five essential standards of care during a CQC

We have also welcomed our patients and

assessment in September 2013. This included

partners in to our hospitals throughout the year

record keeping, which had improved significantly

to inspect our hospitals and have been pleased

since the last inspection.

with the positive outcomes.

In March 2014, the CQC assessed cleanliness
at the Alexandra Hospital and Worcestershire
Royal, focusing on the management of winter
vomiting bug norovirus. Inspectors talked to staff
and our reviewed policies, procedures and risk
assessments as part of the inspection, concluding
that our policies were robust.
This year also saw the CQC release its national
intelligence monitoring reports for the first time,
using data collected from surveys and reports to

The CQC essential standards of care
- You can expect to be respected, involved 		
and told what’s happening at every stage
- You can expect care, treatment and 		
support that meets your needs
- You can expect to be safe
- You can expect to be cared for by staff
with the right skills to do their jobs 		
properly
- You can expect your hospital to routinely
check the quality of its services

assess which organisations pose the biggest risk.
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We hired some Mega Lungs to help us launch our smokefree sites

Stop smoking advisor Jan Robbins with Director of Human Resources Bev Edgar at
the Worcester smokefree launch

Countdown to smokefree sites begins
National no smoking day on 12 March 2014
marked the start of our countdown to become
smokefree to staff.
It’s part of a bigger plan to become completely
smokefree in 2015.
Bev Edgar, Director of Human Resources,

Redditch staff launch our ‘smokefree to staff’ plans

said: “Smoking remains the largest single cause
of death and disease in the UK, imposing an

take steps to adopt policies, articulate messages

ever-increasing burden on resources. It therefore

and promote activities that demonstrate we are a

makes health sense that we take the lead in many

health promoting organisation.”

aspects of prevention and health promotion and
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Looking Ahead Leading the way

Our stroke centralisation team are up for a HSJ Value in
Efficiency award

Rev David Southall winning the HPMA Innovation Award
with the HR team

We are very proud of the achievements of our

efficiently. HR Director Bev Edgar was also

staff who have already started to build on the

shortlisted for HR Director of the year, after

successes of 2013/14 by ether winning or being

being nominated by staff for outstanding 		

shortlisted for national awards. We thought we

leadership skills.

would take the opportunity to highlight the great
start to 2014/15 by naming a few of our staff

- The trust’s ophthalmology team is shortlisted 		

and projects that have caught the eye of award

for improving staff’s knowledge and skills. Five

panel judges.

nurse practitioners have been trained up to take

Healthcare People Management Association
Awards
- Reverend David Southall, our hospital chaplain, 		
won an Innovation award following the success
of his good news blog www.revdavidsouthall.com
- The trust’s HR team was shortlisted for an award
for best contribution to organisational change, 		
for its work to manage locum doctors more

HSJ Value in Efficiency awards

on some of the work usually done by doctors 		
and now provides more efficient care while 		
reducing the amount spent on locum doctors.
- The stroke team has been shortlisted in the 		
Value and Improvement in Acute Service
Redesign category. Since centralisation of
the service in July 2013, the trust’s stroke 		
performance has continued to improve.
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Did you know we’re on social media?

Like us on Facebook (facebook.com/WorcestershireAcuteHospitalsNHSTrust)

Follow us on Twitter (@WorcsAcuteNHS)

Find us on YouTube

Find us on LinkedIn
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